Regional South Australia Definition
(also called Country Region)

Regional South Australia is all postcodes and suburbs not included or partly included in the ABS greater Adelaide definition. The postcodes listed below are included within this definition and are able to access state nomination regional/requirement concessions.

Towns that do not meet this definition include Mount Barker, Stirling, Gawler, Virginia and McLaren Vale.

For further information, please contact us at: Immigration South Australia. GPO Box 320, Adelaide SA 5001, Australia Telephone: +61 8 8303 2420

Please Note: Any information about the law in Australia or South Australia is provided as general information only and is not legal advice. This fact sheet is a starting point only and is not a substitute for legal or professional advice. While the Department has attempted to ensure the information is accurate at the time of publishing, no responsibility will be accepted for any errors or omissions and the Government of South Australia will not be liable for any loss or damage incurred by any person as a consequence of any use, reference or reliance on this information. Any such use, reference or reliance shall be at the sole risk of that person who should seek their own legal and or/professional advice if required.